Project-related conditions

Project conditions of Capacura GmbH and Octorank UG (limited liability) (“The Organisers”) on the platform Octorank UG (limited liability) (“The Platform”) for the campaign “Thinking Tomorrow”.

Rules and procedure

The following rules and procedures apply:

• Applications can only be submitted via The Platform and only within the submission deadline, which is shown on the corresponding website of the The Platform (www.thinking-tomorrow.com).

• Candidates will be chosen by The Organisers based on the application material.

• Most (if not all) benefits do not require travel. Any travel expenses that may be incurred are not within the scope of the campaign rewards.

• Based on the evaluation criteria The Organisers will choose and assign candidates to campaign benefits. Submission of application material alone does not imply any right to receive any benefits from The Platform or The Organisers. The Organisers will decide at their sole discretion about the attribution of any benefits mentioned on The Platform among the applicants.

• Winners of any of the mentioned benefits, e.g. cash grant, fellowship, coaching or workshops will be notified via their submitted email address. Octorank UG (limited liability) facilitates the contact to the mentioned partners Capacura, mm1, Founder Institute, Humboldt Innovation, Ambivation, who are alone responsible to hand out the promised prizes or benefits. Octorank's email notification or contact facilitation does not imply any right to receive any benefits or prizes from Octorank UG (limited liability). Receiving any prize or benefit is subject to a new individual agreement with the corresponding partner.

• Especially, a 5.000€ cash grant is attributed at the sole discretion of Capacura GmbH and requires a new individual agreement with Capacura.

• Further commercial agreements with suitable candidates may follow the completion of this campaign. However, participation in the campaign does not imply any right to enter further agreements or rollouts with any campaign partner. The campaign partners will decide at their sole discretion about further collaboration and any partnership or rollout has to be part of a new contractual agreement with the respective partner.

• The following requested information might be used in public, e.g. on The Platform for a winner's announcement:
  
  o Company Logo
  
  o Company description
Conditions of participation

Startups and early stage teams (e.g. formed at hackathons) can apply to Thinking Tomorrow. Applying teams have to

• provide all required information within the application form on The Platform and
• identify with one of the three focus areas mentioned on The Platform.

Data protection and legal framework

Capacura GmbH processes the data collected for purposes of this campaign [and further commercial contact]. The data protection declaration of Capacura GmbH is available under https://www.capacura.de/datenschutz/.

Octorank UG (limited liability) collects data necessary for the purposes of Thinking Tomorrow and forwards them to Capacura GmbH and the decision board members, mentioned on thinking-tomorrow.com.

Octorank UG (limited liability) undertakes further independent data processing only for the optimization of The Platform. The general data protection declaration of Octorank UG (limited liability) available under https://www.octorank.com/privacy_policy applies.

The terms and conditions of Octorank UG (limited liability) apply to the use of the website for the implementation of Thinking Tomorrow, which can be downloaded at https://www.octorank.com/terms.